English
We will be using our cross-curricular
knowledge to focus on writing nonfiction texts, in particular writing travel
brochures based on Tudor England as
well as writing travel advice for children
going on a residential trip. Following our
residential trip we will be writing a
report on that.

French

Computing

We are enjoying using our French more and more in
everyday conversations and we will be building on
this as well as extending our knowledge of hobbies
and using a dictionary to support our French learning.

We will revisit computer programing using SCRATCH.
We extend our knowledge of programing building
towards making our own computer game.

P.E.
We will be learning different types of athletics as
well as developing our dance techniques and
exploring different types of dance.

Music
Oxford Voice
and Instrument
Programme.

Mathematics
We will continue to practice and
consolidate our key maths skills,
particularly times tables is solid as well
as addition and subtraction. We will look
at interpreting graphs; bar charts,
pictograms and tables. After that we will
revise/practice column addition and
subtraction, long and short
multiplication and short division.

Art, Design &
Technology
We will be designing and
making our own T-shirts ready
for our residential trip.

Year 4 Term 5
Residential trip
A big focus for this term for Year 4 is our residential
trip. Learning about various topics as well as
preparation for the stay will feed into lots of areas of
the curriculum.

PSHE & RE
History
We will be learning about Tudor England
which is our main topic for these last
two terms of Year 4.

Our RE theme will help us understand
more about Hinduism which is central
to the lives of most people living in
India. During our PSHE sessions we will
be exploring the theme of Changes
through our circle time sessions

2019
Science
Our topic this term is effect of climate
and environment on living things – this
is an extension of our term 4 topic
where we learnt about animals and
their habitats and how to classify
animals. We will tie our learning this
term into aspects of our residential
trip.

